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Summary: A week of forward progress and some bad weather days. Drilling started at site #2 (our third 
station). Instrument deployment was completed at site #1 (our first station) and commenced at site #3 
(our second station). The DISC borehole was unearthed and its casing extended for use later this season 

In the next week: completion of drilling at site #2 and finishing up instrumentation at site #3. The 
deployment team will move to site #3 and the drillers may start on some calibration holes (discussions 
ongoing with folks in the South). And, as time flies, initial efforts on cargo storage and retro plans. 

Station Population: With no flights this week, the RNO-G team stands at 7. The Summit Station 
population stands at 32 people until the mid-July flight period.  

Current team: Eric Oberla & Cosmin Deaconu from UChicago, Katherine Mulrey from VUB, Ilse Plaisier & 
Christoph Welling from DESY, Delia Tosi from UW Madison, Scott Polfrey from BAS 

Drilling: 

The week started with a rest day from drilling as Scott and Delia joined forces with the rest of the team 
for the DISC borehole excavation. On Tuesday the drill rig moved to site #2 and hole #1 (south facing) 
was started. Horrible weather on Wednesday and Thursday left the drill team taking care of 
maintenance tasks at the station, with Scott sharpening blades and Delia cracking the secrets of the DISC 
winch and sharing them with Christoph (who will be the only person staying during logging). Splice 
practice was held. On Friday drilling resume at the crack of a fog bow and continued Saturday with the 
completion of hole #1. Later in the day, the rig moved to hole #2 (east facing) that offered a wonderful 
sight on the snow-drift hills of site #3 on the horizon. On both days, Scott spent a decent amount of 
quality time with the generator, which does not enjoy early mornings. Low visibility is not an issue 
anymore as the use of various GPS devices has been mastered at this point. As of Sunday evening, hole 
#2 is about 90 meters deep. 

 

Figure 1: Fog bow! 

Maddalena Cataldo

RNO-G: Radio Neutrino 
Observatory in Greenland

FRanconian Astronomy Neighborhood Collaboration Incentive: FRANCI 2021
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Ultra High Energies Neutrinos

Astrophysical neutrinos: from Astrophysical 
sources (TDEs, GRBs, Blazars, NS-NS 
mergers, …)

Cosmogenic neutrinos: from interaction 
between  UHECR  and  CMB 

p + γ → Δ++ → π+ + n
π+ → μ+ + νμ

μ+ → e+ + νμ + νe

UHE neutrinos probe the 
extragalactic sky and UHECR sources

NSF/J. Yang
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We need a larger detector to improve 
the sensitivity

Figure 24. The five-year sensitivity (90% CL upper limits) of RNO-G to the all-flavor di�use flux for 35
stations (assuming the stations are active two thirds of the total time), compared with existing experiments
and several predicted fluxes [4, 23, 241, 242]. The red band represents the di�erential sensitivity band for
a range of phased array proxies, spanning the interval from 1.5�noise to 2.5�noise using decade energy bins.
95% CL contours are represented by the orange band. The black band is the sensitivity expected for a
2.0�noise trigger, including 95% CL contours. The purple band depicts the expected integrated sensitivity
(90% CL upper limits) for an IceCube-like flux, over the [1.5�noise, 2.5�noise] trigger range.

assumption for the RNO-G experiment. We also show in Fig. 24 the sensitivity for a single power
law spectrum with exponents in the range indicated by the flux observed in IceCube. The purple
band represents the upper limit for the IceCube flux spanned by the [1.5�noise, 2.5�noise] range. The
dashed line in the middle of the band is the result for the 2.0�noise trigger. These upper limits
have been calculated using the expected number of events above 20PeV for a range IceCube flux
spectral indices and finding that value that yields the number of events equal to the Feldman-Cousins
90% CL upper limit under the assumption of no background. The median upper limit exponents for
the plausible trigger range cover the interval [�2.24,�2.19], with �2.21 being the median upper
limit spectral index for a 2.0�noise trigger. If no neutrino events are detected, RNO-G will be able
to exclude IceCube-like fluxes above these levels.

6.2 Energy measurement

The ability of RNO-G to measure the neutrino spectrum will depend on the accuracy at which the
energy of each event can be determined. The relation between the neutrino energy E⌫ and the
amplitude | ~E| of the electric field of the radio signal at the station is given by:

| ~E| ⇠ E⌫ · y · f(') ·
exp(�d/latten)

d
(6.1)

where y is the fraction of the neutrino energy deposited into the shower, and f(') a dependence on
the angle under which the particle shower is observed. The last term accounts for the attenuation of
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All flavor

RNO-G addresses UHE neutrinos (> 10 PeV) 

Radio detectors’ scientific purpose is to 
observe ultra-high energy neutrinos, a 
regime out of reach via traditional optical 
methods. 

At UHE  the flux decreases at best as E−2
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Towards the IceCube Gen2-Radio Array…
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 48 (2021) 060501 Major Report

Figure 19. Sensitivity of the IceCube-Gen2 radio array at the highest energies in com-
parison to models [41, 80, 81], existing upper limits [40, 235–238], and the 10 years
sensitivity of the proposed GRAND array of 200 000 antennas [239]. The uncertainties
on the IceCube-Gen2 radio array sensitivity are ±20%, which are uncertainties in the
estimated sensitivity of the array, e.g. due to remaining design decisions.

for a proton-fraction of more than 20%, thereby excluding many source populations that evolve
with the star formation rate, various AGN models, and GRBs as sources of UHE CRs.

3.4. Probing fundamental physics with high-energy neutrinos

IceCube has been extremely successful in searches for dark matter and other new physics
beyond the Standard Model [244] (BSM physics). IceCube-Gen2 will provide new oppor-
tunities to study particle physics at energies and baselines well above those accessible at
terrestrial accelerators and local natural sources due to increased statistics, extended energy
reach and improved !avor identi"cation. This section highlights some of the opportunities that
this observatory will provide in probing fundamental physics and searches for new particles.

3.4.1. Neutrino cross sections at high energies. The neutrino–nucleon cross section in the
TeV–PeV range was measured for the "rst time using astrophysical and atmospheric neu-
trinos in [9, 43, 245], extending previous results [246–250] and measurements that used GeV
neutrinos from accelerators [251–253]. The measurements agree with high-precision Standard
Model predictions [254]. Future measurements in the EeV range could probe BSM modi"ca-
tions of the cross section at center-of-momentum energies of up to 100 TeV [58, 255–263] and
test the structure of nucleons with a sensitivity comparable with colliders [264–266].

IceCube has measured the neutrino–nucleon cross-section with 30%–40% uncertainty up to
1 PeV, using only one year of data [9]. Each year of data from IceCube-Gen2 will yield roughly
one order of magnitude more statistics. Therefore with this new instrument it will be possible
to study the cross-section with signi"cantly higher precision and, in multiple energy bins, to
energies beyond 10 PeV. This sensitivity will allow unique tests of BSM physics involving
extra dimensions, leptoquarks or sphalerons [247, 263, 267–270]. It would also probe the QCD
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RNO-G is designed for scalability: 
Large-scale production and deployment

'HWHFWRU�'HVLJQ
Ɣ 7KLV�GULYHV�XV�WR����[���DUUD\�RI�GHHS�VWDWLRQV��RQ�D���NP�

VSDFHG�JULG
Ɣ 2QFH�\RX�KDYH�WKH�SRZHU�DQG�FRPPV�LQIUDVWUXFWXUH�WR�GHSOR\�

WKRVH�GHHS�VWDWLRQV��LW�LV�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH��PHDVXUHG�E\�WKH�
LQFUHDVH�LQ�QHXWULQR�HIIHFWLYH�YROXPH��WR�DGG����[���DUUD\�RI�
VXUIDFH�VWDWLRQV�GLUHFWO\�RQ�WRS�RI�WKH�GHHS�VWDWLRQV���

Ɣ :H�DOVR�KDYH�LQFOXGHG�D���[���DUUD\�RI�VXUIDFH�VWDWLRQV�
H[DFWO\�LQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�GHHS�VWDWLRQV�WR�SURYLGH�DQ�
DGGLWLRQDO�&5�YHWR�WR�UHGXFH�PXRQ�EDFNJURXQGV�IRU�WKH�GHHS�
VWDWLRQV�QHDUE\���2QFH�\RX�GHSOR\�WKHVH�YHWRHV��LW�LV�FRVW�
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One Potential Layout for the IceCube-gen2 Radio Array
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RNO-G Sky coverage

Figure 2. The field of view, in equatorial coordinates, of an in-ice radio detector for neutrinos in Greenland.
The colored background represents the diurnally-averaged total field of view of the detector. Also shown
are targets with interesting multi-messenger implications. The blue sources are those seen by IceCube as the
most significant sources in a point-source search [78]. In orange, we show other interesting candidates, with
strong �-ray emission and/or radio emission. Furthermore, we indicate what is known as the TA hotspot as
indicated by the anisotropy measurement in cosmic ray measured with the Telescope Array [79].

2.3 Transient sources

Detecting neutrino emission in temporal and spatial coincidence with an explosive event has shaped
and will continue to shape multi-messenger astronomy [61, 62]. By uniquely identifying sources,
neutrinos will help to characterize and discover the most energetic non-thermal sources on the sky.
Many models of astrophysical transient phenomena predict neutrinos in the detectable energy range
of radio neutrino detectors.

The overlap in sky coverage with IceCube, where IceCube has its best e�ciency for directional
reconstruction of astrophysical neutrinos, will enable studies of several interesting flaring, transient
sources over a broad energy band. Should the first tentative extra-galactic neutrino source, the blazar
TXS 0506+056, flare [61, 62] again, observations made by IceCube and RNO-G may be able to
define the neutrino spectrum. Similarly, the first blazars known to flare with TeV �-rays emission,
Markarian 501 [81] and Markarian 421 [82], also lie in the Northern sky. Models of transient
bursts of neutrinos due to tidally disrupted stars [83–89] and binary neutron star mergers [90, 91]
also predict neutrinos in the PeV to EeV energy scale. The latter are targets for multi-messenger
observations of gravitational waves and neutrinos. Fig. 3 shows a fraction of the parameter space
over which neutrinos are expected as transient phenomena from various source classes. In the
figure, model-dependent fluence is compared to duration for varying neutrino energies around EeV.
Furthermore, di�erent populations of blazars, including low-luminosity BL Lacs, high-luminosity
BL Lacs and FSRQs [48], the most powerful blazars in the �-ray band [71], could provide intriguing
candidates for multi-wavelength follow up. The energy threshold of RNO-G will allow sensitive
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• In the field of view there are 
interesting targets, as the 
sources seen by IceCube as the 
most significant sources in a 
point-source search.

equatorial coordinates

The diurnally-averaged total field of view of the detector

Dec

RA

• At UHE is sensible to 
down going neutrinos and 
Earth-skimming neutrinos

• First neutrino detector of the 
Northern sky at UHE energies 
above 10 PeV 
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Askaryan radiation

Figure 5. Schematic of the detection of the radio emission following a neutrino interaction (not to scale).
The emission is strongest at the Cherenkov angle (blue cone) and can follow straight and bent trajectories
to the receiving station depending on the profile of the index of refraction of the ice. The signal is usually
detected at large distances and is strongly polarized as illustrated in the insets.

the Askaryan e�ect. The geomagnetic emission stems from the charge separation induced by
the Lorentz force in the Earth’s magnetic field. The di�erent signatures of the two contributions
can be disentangled by their polarization. While still mostly linearly polarized, the main axis of
the polarization from geomagnetic emission is aligned with the cross-product of shower axis and
magnetic field [192, 193].

Due to their larger extent and the resulting consequences for coherence, air shower signals
typically contain more low frequencies than those from showers in dense media [206]. Nevertheless,
signals from air showers and denser in-ice showers are remarkably similar, which makes the much
more abundant air shower signals a suitable calibration signal. Since the cosmic ray energy spectrum
is well-known (e. g. [70]) and the radio energy scale understood [37, 207], measuring air showers
will allow any detector to be calibrated in-situ, which includes checking the sensitivity simulations
on an absolute scale. This will lend confidence to the signal identification and reconstruction [19].

The remarkable similarity can of course also be a reason for concern. The in-air signal will
be (partly) refracted into the ice, where it may be picked-up by antennas and incorrectly identified
as neutrino induced signal. While the signal will clearly be down-going, so may be signals from
neutrino interactions, due to the ray bending properties of the ice [196]. It has also been argued
that an incompletely developed air shower may cause transition radiation and other phenomena
observable in deep detector stations [208]. In addition, stochastic energy losses by high energy
muons in an air shower penetrating the ice may mimic the interaction of a neutrino [195]. Without
additional detectors, the muons themselves are invisible to radio detectors, while the energy losses
are detectable. Depending on the exact detector configuration and trigger, these background events
may limit the analysis e�ciency, albeit dropping sharply in number with energy.

– 11 –

• Askaryan emission is 
caused by showers 
developing in a (dense) 
medium.

•  The attenuation 
length of radio waves 
in ice (order of kms) 
allows to detect higher 
energies.

• The radiation is stronger 
at the Čerenkov angle 
but gets refracted in the 
ice.
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https://geo-summit.org/summit-station

• 35 stations 
• 1.25 km spacing  
• Last deployment season: 2024 
• 3 stations currently deployed

• Amaroq (Arctic wolf)

Deployed in Summer 2021: 

• Nanoq (Polar bear)

• Avinngaq (Arctic lemming)

https://rno-g.github.io/station-map/

SUMMIT  
station

{
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RNO-G station
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• LPDAs facing upward and downward 
• Cosmic rays and RFI veto

• Hpols & Vpols 

• Provides large fraction of effective 
volume 

• Event reconstruction 
• Includes a low-threshold trigger 
system

Hybrid design combines advantages of 

 ARA (deep) & ARIANNA (shallow):

Phased array {
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Work at ECAP
•

Assembly and testing of the Amplifiers

Surface board DRAB IGLU

2 Radio Detection of Neutrinos and RNO-G

constraints on the models of either a lighter proton-rich TA [41] or a heavier Auger
[42] composition of cosmic rays and will restrict the upper energy cutoff of cosmic
rays. These parameters will also be limited in the case if RNO-G does not detect
any neutrinos.

2.2.3 Radio-Frequency Front-End Design

There are two different signal chains in RNO-G: one for the signals measured with
the surface antennas and one for the signals measured with the borehole antennas.

The signals from the surface LPDAs are transmitted via short coaxial cables of
less than 20 m to the Data Acquisition box (DAQ box). The signals are amplified
only once after they have been fed into the DAQ box by the two SURFACE
amplifier boards (see figure 2.5 (left) and figure 2.6) per station.

Each detector station contains 15 down-hole antennas distributed over three
boreholes. The signals coming from the antennas in the in-ice boreholes travel
through a short coaxial cable to a down-hole front-end where the low-noise amplifier
(LNA) of the IGLU board (one IGLU per antenna, see figure 2.5 (center) and figure
2.7) increases the signal strength to minimize the system noise temperature.

Figure 2.5: Custom designed amplifier boards for RNO-G. Left: a SURFACE
board (5-channel full-chain amplification and filtering board) for the signals coming
from the surface antennas. Center: an IGLU board (In-ice Gain with Low-power
Unit) that converts the signals from the borehole antennas to analog RF signals
and feeds them into a fiber. Right: a DRAB (4-channel Down-hole Receiver
and Amplifier Board) that amplifies the signals coming from the IGLUs and
converts them back to analog signals. All amplifier boards are shown without their
environmental enclosures.
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(Downhole Receiver and Amplifier Board) (In-ice Gain with Low-power Unit)
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Stress test

Assembly and testing of the Amplifiers:Work at ECAP
•

Assembly
Function test

Spring 2021
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Back-end Infrastructure ʹ Great progress on our Summit Camp communication and computation 
infrastructure was made this week. Both our LoRaWAN and LTE networks are now operational. We are 
grateful for the support of the Summit Staff for mounting antennas, racks, etc, and for Cosmin͛s ability 
for work late into the night (morning?). We eagerly await plugging in our first remote station. 

DISC borehole ʹ Katie, Eric, Ilse, and Christoph spent a north-wind day attempting to dig out the DISC 
borehole (key word: attempting). We planned to dig to about 4-5m deep, which we accomplished in the 
better part of the day, and discovered a tantalizing hint of the borehole-last-seen-6-years-ago. However, 
after contacting Sam Dorsi for archival photos of the DISC hole, we were discouraged to find that our 
discovery instead was an indication that we still have ~2m of digging to go. We secured a lower terrace 
with some plywood and an upper level with tarps, but weather has since caused significant drifting so 
we will just have to make another excavation attempt when time and weather permits. 

 

 

Figure 6: `Working’ at site 1. Happy midsummer from the RNO-G field team! 

RNO-G DRILL
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➤ BAS BigRAID Drill  
Custom auger drill developed for RNO-G by the 
British Antarctic Survey 

➤ 11-inch diameter holes 

➤ Capable of drilling 1 hole to 100 m in 1 shift (2 people) 

➤ Most holes drilled this season are 2 shifts / hole

See D. Smith PoS(1058) for more on the instrument hardware
Deployment

 

 

Figure 6: mechanics of deployment, or, un-deployment. Nice perspective, photo from a previous week (credit -- Christoph)  

From June to August (2021)

RNO-G DRILL
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➤ BAS BigRAID Drill  
Custom auger drill developed for RNO-G by the 
British Antarctic Survey 

➤ 11-inch diameter holes 

➤ Capable of drilling 1 hole to 100 m in 1 shift (2 people) 

➤ Most holes drilled this season are 2 shifts / hole

See D. Smith PoS(1058) for more on the instrument hardware

Drilling

LPDA

Vpol & Hpol
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Events from the deep component:   Snowmobile                                  
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Thank you!

• First UHE radio neutrino observatory in the Northern hemisphere 

• Designed for scalability 

• 35 station planned, 3 deployed  

• Three more field seasons planned (last deployment in 2024) 

• Data are coming from the first stations…
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